
NAUTILUS returns to the Museum at Groton
https://www.wtnh.com/news/connecticut/new-london/worlds-first-nuclear-powered-submarine-returns-to-museum/?fbclid=IwAR3-zAd9ujXxXKda1MeZ1R5DBRcXY0HYcAf68MRfDeqz6WVHpnULLWKe90c

Was in the middle of one of these about 10 years ago (36 odd seconds for the second grunt in the distance otherwise the first 20 secs)-  incredible few seconds - turn the sound on right from the start so you can hear the  free impulse in air - pretty speccie in water as well.  And the Holy Sheet sums it all up. 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1555523495093620736

Submarines are all mixed up in this  stuff..Chinese submarines ha

People that put us here in the first place Number 1: 15 years warning time my...

Defence expert Paul Dibb says Australia faces 'probability of high-intensity conflict' in the region
/ By Michael Vincent
Posted 18h ago18 hours ago
Paul Dibb has decades of experience examining Australia's defence capability.(AAP: Mick Tsikas)

Ah yes given that within months of the 15 year warning time predicted in his 1986 examination and within a month of DOA87 being published we were on our way to Fiji and 4 years later into Desert Storm,  that headline could mean anything.  I have a memory at the time that 86 and DOA87 basically committed us to ISR at the expense of all the things they are crying out for right now... bang bang things. 

In my little corner of the world it was SURVEILLANCE arrays for the submarine A, B, D configuration - all longer than a weekly staff meeting and just as useful if you got bounced with one out. The C configuration and the prototype sensor layouts and array mechanics for the SHORTAS we ran in the Specfit while all that was going on so boats could operate and fight on the continent side of the continental shelves around the place and, handily, in the deep on their way to and from.  

Then there was the  ASSTASS - ass t' ass - Australian Surface Ship Towed Array Surveillance System.  A project with a life as long as its intended tail. First mentioned in about 1972, I saw a Staff requirement dated circa 1975 (a one page NavalStaffRequirement). It sort of got a life about 1982ish as a SURTASS, there would be 3 of them with the roll on wet grass Stalwarts, that meandered along doing nothing but studies until about 1991 when the Force Structure Review 1/2 quite rightly put it to the sword. The other 1/2 they got wrong and the FDA demanded a system definition study as SEA 1100 Phase 2. And that ended up with the Canadian towed integrated active passive sonar idea adopted by us without the need for depth compensation on the barrel stave projectors
that was slowing their program. Of course that put me on a collision course with what you now call Sonar  2087 where the rest of the scientific & engineering world wanted to go Vertical Line Array transmitters for the extra dBs all at the expense of  Command Flexibility in the towing ship (never a consideration when there are airport lounges to visit and money to be made).  Anyway we get our demonstrator in the water on a Grey one initially in 99  passive and totally in 2000 active/passive and ran it till 2003 when we and the Canadian programs got cancelled within months of each other. And that is that same 2003 that the Y2k bug had bedded in and nothing but the narrative shall be spoken in Defence, there shall be no contrary views.  And here we are in 2022 -
saying please sir can we have some spears just like we were in the late 80s. Someone should have videoed  Kim Pitt's tongue-in-cheek explanation to a visiting foreign Admiral about how the surveillance platform called Collins was actually allowed to have some torpedo tubes and weapons. 

The circle of people who know the ability of Australia to defend itself is small.

Key points:

Paul Dibb is a former director of the Defence Intelligence Organisation and published the influential Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities in the 1980s
He says Australia now faces the probability of "high-intensity conflict" in our region 
He's calling for Australia to acquire "huge numbers" of long-range strike missiles to act as a deterrent 

You can count on two hands the number of people the Australian government has trusted in recent times to tell them where the holes in that defence lie.

Paul Dibb is one of those people.

Now an emeritus professor of strategic studies at the Australian National University, Paul Dibb is a former director of the Defence Intelligence Organisation and the former deputy secretary for strategy and intelligence in the Department of Defence.

When the Defence Minister launched a landmark defence review to determine what gaps remain in the nation's defences this week, he invoked Professor Dibb's work for the Hawke government 30 years ago.

"It was the strategic basis for the 1987 Defence White Paper and every white paper since," Defence Minister Richard Marles said.

"It established a strategic setting for this country for 35 years."

The 1987 Defence White Paper

"The holes in our [defence] force structure were gigantic," Professor Dibb told 7.30, referring to his historic defence force review three decades ago.

"Basically, nothing had changed since the Vietnam War and before that, the confrontation with Indonesia.

"It was still a force that successive governments had structured on the basis, not of the defence of Australia, but as expeditionary forces, in far distant military conflicts, primarily to contain communism."

Back then, he says he butted heads with various elements of the Navy, Air Force and especially the Army, which he said didn't want to move "away from their nice comfortable barracks in the south and east" to the north of the country where any invasion would take place.

"Because the most likely threat to Australia would come from, or through, the archipelago to our north, not from the penguins in Antarctica or the Kiwis in New Zealand," he said. 

30 years later, the 'warning time' is over

This week's announcement of another landmark defence review comes just two years after a strategic update in 2020 by the previous Coalition government, which also had a defence white paper in 2016.

So what's changed?

"In four years flat, they went from being confident in 10 years or more [of] warning time of a major threat … [to] recognition that warning time was over and finished," Professor Dibb said.

"We now face the probability of high-intensity conflict in our own immediate strategic environment.

"Let's be very frank, it's code-name for a certain country to our distant north."

The government was prepared to name China as it began its sabre-rattling over Taiwan.

The question remains how committed is Australia to Taiwan's defence.

China has begun conducting military exercises and training activities around Taiwan following Nancy Pelosi's visit this week.(Reuters: Eastern Theatre Command/Handout)

"I've been there four times in the last eight years – it's a vibrant democracy with 24 million people on an island — that should strike a bell — 24 million on a small island half the size of Tasmania," he said. 

"If we should refuse to join the United States, that would frankly mean the end of the ANZUS Alliance.

"China is an aggressive, autocratic communist power. According to Xi Jinping, the time is now on the side of the People's Republic of China to revenge the century of humiliation in the 19th century, and to take over as the leading power in our region from the United States."

What could act as a deterrence against China? 

More missiles. More Americans. Fewer troop carriers for the Army.

"We must be able to very rapidly acquire huge numbers of long-range strike missiles," Professor Dibb said.

"By long-range I don't mean just a couple of hundred kilometres, I mean thousands of kilometres, certainly at least 2,000."

Long-range missiles could "rapidly give us much more advanced capabilities" to deter any advance from the north, Professor Dibb said. 

There are already discussions taking place about Australia building its own missile factories to reduce the problems of logistic supply from the US and Europe.

But money is critical and the defence budget is already burdened by future submarines and other major spending, which Professor Dibb believes can be redirected.

"The reduction of some parts of the defence capability plan, for example, the $49 billion that Defence wants, the Army wants, to spend on what I would call the armoured personnel carriers or combat vehicles."

If Australia can't afford to buy everything it needs in time to cover the expected capability gaps in the nation's defence, it's no surprise the government will turn to America – potentially for an even greater rotation of marines or high-level weapons like B2 stealth bombers.

Advice for new reviewers 

Professor Dibb has some sound advice for the pair recruited by the government to do its latest review — former defence chief Sir Angus Houston and former minister for defence and foreign affairs Stephen Smith.

Stephen Smith (left) and Sir Angus Houston will oversee the defence review.

"The way it should be done is you have an independent set of intelligence reviews and advice. Those intelligence reviews and advice go through to the strategic policy advisors," he said. 

"From that, they develop a series of credible threats, including high-intensity conflict, and they model them, and war game what sorts of capabilities that would demand.

"Only then do you determine, what's your force structure priorities? And only then, once you've done that, you come to the money.

"Now, no government has ever done that. So maybe this new review may be the first to do that."

People that put us here in the first place Number 2: everything suggested here would have been crushed by his generation of leadership when they were the 'leadership'.  The problem is that the generation that followed, let me pick my favourite year 2003 (meaning anything after Des Mueller was VCDF), has done it darnedest to ensure that the  incoming generation, ie the people hitting their 20 right now, were never allowed to develop to their fullest potential WRT to the interests of the nation rather than the SLG 2009 definition of Acceptable Conduct which focuses only on the reputation of an individual , a group or organisation. Go to the Orme Review of ADF Personal Conduct  for the full thing and then know why Tinsel Town thinks 'do the right thing' only
pertains to putting rubbish in the bin. Maybe the review could apply that principle to those only concerned with reputation rather than integrity.

The Task Ahead for Rapid Capability Enhancement in Australian Defense
August 4, 2022

In December 1941, Prime Minister John Curtin wrote about the security challenges facing Australia in an article called “The Task Ahead.” He described the following year, 1942, as one in which there would be “an immense change in Australian life” to address the perils of the Japanese advance through Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. Curtin wrote about “reshaping, in fact, revolutionising, of the Australian way of life until a war footing is attained quickly.”

In some respects, the national challenge Curtin described in the bleak days of 1941 mirrors the challenge confronting the current Australian government. In Ukraine, not only is a young democracy fighting for its life, but the entire world has also been shocked in the realization that large-scale war can still occur, and that it remains a distinct possibility in Asia as well as Europe.

Australia, having divested itself from large parts of its manufacturing capacity and not having invested in innovative thinking about future military and defense strategies and operations for many years, needs to reinvigorate its thinking and action rapidly.

Just as Curtin was thinking about the next year or two in his article, Australian defense leaders should also shift their mindset from procurement programs looking beyond a decade, to programs that can deliver in the next three to five years. Curtin was not thinking about the longer-term force structure of 1950 or 1960 when he wrote those words, but the current Australian defense leadership still retains such an outlook.

Therefore, the announcement of a review of Australia’s defense strategy this week comes at just the right time. As Ukraine has demonstrated, good strategy matters. Ukrainians have proven to be outstanding at integrating all of their national assets into a single unified strategy to repel the Russian invasion. Whether it is their military operations, information operations, the mobilization and unification of their people, or the solicitation of massive aid from the West, Ukrainians have proven to be masterful strategists. There is much Australian government and defense leaders might learn from this approach. But this review will be about more than strategy.

It should deliver enhanced defense capabilities at a faster rate than any Australian government has done since the World War II. The Chinese, drawing strategic lessons from the Ukraine war, may well advance their timeline for action against Taiwan or lean even further forward into the development of operating bases in our region. As Yun Sun has written in a recent article in Foreign Affairs, President Xi Jinping may become even more aggressive in outlook once the October party Congress is complete. She writes that Xi “will have less to prove to his domestic audience. But he will have all the power and the opportunity he needs to pursue his ‘China Dream.’”

Key Themes in the New Defense Review

1. Time is of the essence. It is a commodity rarely prized in Canberra but is one that Australia has very little of in preparing itself for a growing and more assertive Chinese Communist Party and People’s Liberation Army. The review should be completed quickly (a five-month turnaround will be a record, if achieved) and every recommendation should be capable of implementation in the next three to five years, or by the end of the decade at the latest.

2. The rapid development of an effective approach to deterrence with capabilities that the Chinese fear is vital. There are those whose view is that nuclear submarines and B-21 bombers are exactly what is needed. Perhaps. But the reality is that these are champagne capabilities for a nation with a Jim Beam bourbon budget. And they will not be available for more than a decade. Australia needs different, asymmetric capabilities that deter the Chinese in the physical, diplomatic, and information domains now. As such, the procurement of available long-range strike missiles, launched from mobile, survivable air, land, and sea platforms, will be vital. If possible, these should (eventually) be built in large numbers in Australia. A strategic deterrent should also include
a large expansion in capacity to generate influence beyond Australia’s shores, and an ability to work with regional allies and partners.

This means developing the ability to undertake a range of different military operations that will deny an adversary the ability to maneuver unhindered within thousands of kilometers of Australia’s shores. While Australia’s defense forces have useful crewed land, air, and sea capabilities to do this, Canberra will probably need to procure additional crewed systems as well as substantially expand the size of uncrewed drone systems. Australia needs swarms of these autonomous systems that can deny airspace, interdict maritime and subsurface platforms, and operate across the many large and small islands of the Indo-Pacific. Land capability is critical. History provides multiple examples of countries that have hoped to win the next war in just the air or at sea but have
been frustrated by the reality that winning wars means fighting people on the ground. This pertains to future competition and conflict in the Indo-Pacific as well.  

There are no silver bullet solutions to the development of an Australian deterrence capability. The challenge demands a wide range of different solutions that can be combined and adapted in different ways to anticipate and address distinct and evolving threats.

3. The Australian Defence Force (ADF) adoption of new and disruptive technologies should be accelerated. The Defence Science and Technology Group, while having made some significant contributions in its history, should be reformed to move more quickly. Its approach to innovation is sclerotic. The recently formed Defence Artificial Intelligence Centre has been understaffed and under resourced and is so ineffective that each service has established its own artificial intelligence programs. Defense needs a separate organization that can rapidly work with defense and other industries to develop new technologies that allow the ADF to indirectly target, deter, and hurt an adversary. The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) is a good
model. But perhaps a joint AUKUS DARPA might be even better.

4. Australia needs to enhance its military and national resilience. Air and missile defense in the ADF is in a parlous state. Currently, the ADF would be unable to defend most of its existing bases against missile or air attack, let alone cities. At the same time, Australia remains virtually defenseless against autonomous systems. As Ukraine has shown, no country has effective defenses against drones. This has to change, and quickly. But such resilience will also necessitate a stepped-up approach to civil defense. The ADF has suffered a significant degradation in its warfighting preparedness over the past two years because of the range of domestic support tasks it has undertaken. An expansion of state-based full-time and part-time emergency services is required,
which should be underpinned by a national service scheme for young Australians. The perils of the coming years means that the ADF must focus on its core warfighting missions and provide civil support only in extremis. As I have written previously, "the ADF is too small and too busy to continue to be the first responder of choice for the federal government.”

5. Australia needs new and different mechanisms for thinking about national security. Presently, defense is largely resistant to external ideas. It has even resisted the development of joint organization for the development of future warfighting concepts. Those ideas it does pretend to listen to come from within the Canberra environment from a very few voices in the limited number of think tanks. The government needs to foster a larger ecosystem of institutions outside Canberra to generate a more diverse range of ideas warfighting, strategy, domestic support, and defense policy.

6. Defense should take risks. Its processes, which are perfect for the slow, low tempo 1990s, are largely irrelevant to the current world. The primary driver in its current procurement and promotion processes is the total removal risk to government and defense leadership. This review gives the minister the opportunity to provide a much broader appetite for risk tolerance, and for a “fail fast” culture. There is little time, and the minister should ensure he has the right leaders in place to nurture such a culture.

7. While there is a clear and present threat presented by China, Canberra should not assume that this review will predict every possible military scenario. Indeed, democracies have proven to be poor at predicting the exact form of the next war. The war in Ukraine has shown, once again, that ambiguity and uncertainty are key features of the international system. The old idea of “fog of war” has new meaning in a world where one can access all the information one wants, but still be none the wiser about what is taking place. Because of this, Australia will need a range of lethal, networked and survivable and supportable air, land, sea, space, and cyber capabilities so it can quickly adapt to a range of potential threats across the Indo-Pacific.

The defense review team has a massive task that should be completed quickly. While there have been many reviews of Australian defense over the decades, almost none of them are likely to be important as this one. It will not get everything right, given the limited time available. But it should be given the latitude to challenge extant structures, basing, technologies, and most importantly ideas, and it should then oversee changes at a very fast pace. The profound challenge of Australia’s environment means that the leaders of this review, Air Chief Marshal Angus Houston and Stephen Smith, have a very big task ahead.

Mick Ryan is an adjunct fellow (non-resident) with the Australia Chair at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington, D.C.

People that put us here in the first place Number 3: nothing to add
Danger on our Doorstep

An unsettling assessment of how - and when - war with China might break out and the consequences for the world, from bestselling author, ex-major general Jim Molan 

What are Australia's options in confronting a rising and belligerent China? 

For the first time in nearly 80 years, war on our doorstop is not just possible, it is likely. Former army major general and Liberal Party senator Jim Molan has fought wars, reviewed intelligence, participated in government and conducted business in hotspots across the world, making him an expert in evaluating risk and reward in perilous military situations. 

In this sober assessment, Molan examines the present and growing danger of China's rise, not just to Taiwan, Japan and other countries in the immediate region, but also to the geopolitical balance of power as it has existed since the end of World War II. He suggests what China's endgame is, how war might start, what war with China would look like and, importantly, what Australia's best interests and options are. Acknowledging the increasing awareness of possible conflict, he stresses how important it is to prepare for the right war, not the war we would prefer to fight, or the one we think might never happen. 

About the Author

Jim Molan is an Australian Liberal senator and retired army major general. In April 2004, he deployed for a year to Iraq as the Coalition forces' chief of operations, where he controlled the manoeuvre operations of all forces across all of Iraq, including the security of Iraq's oil, electricity and rail infrastructure. Since leaving the military, Jim has been a commentator on defence and security issues, and has written regularly for a number of journals and blogs. Until September 2014, he was a principal of Aadi Defence Pty Ltd, facilitating access for Australian industry to defence technology grants and working with other high technology industries, and was nominated as chairman of two companies attempting to commence trading in Australia. 

He was a consultant to Deakin University, BAE Systems Australia and Israeli Aerospace Industries. He has been active in speaking out on defence issues, in particular, Australia's preparedness against an aggressive China. Jim lives on a property outside Canberra.

This one caught my eye

“_...eight Chinese submarines have been deployed to four critical locations around the Australian continent. Cruise missiles launched from the Subs are easily able to destroy Australia’s fleet of F-18F Super Hornet fighters, Growler electronic warfare aircraft and most of the F-35 Fighter aircraft sitting on *criminally unprotected bases* in the north and the east of the country._”

a.  How did eight Chinese submarines get to “*four critical locations around the Australian continent*” sans any target acquisition process being applied to them? Oh yeah ASW isn't important till we get some Hunters. Oh yeah the Collins Submarines are the best ASW asset in  the ADF so we got 4 covered ha

b.  Why can’t the ADF detect, track, target and intercept the cruise missiles?

c.  Who is responsible and accountable for the “*criminally unprotected bases*”?

And the impact of the last generation of leaders on the current generation ie been here up to 20 years people:

The Atrophy of Mission Command
By Captains Rob Peters and Benjamin Miller, U.S. Navy, and Lieutenant Colonel Brian Hanrahan, U.S. Army
August 2022
Proceedings

Today’s joint force is not prepared to win a peer conflict in a communications-denied environment. Centralized decision-making, compounded by advances in global real-time communication, has eliminated the art of mission command from day-to-day practice across most of the force. What was once the strength of the military (unit-level commanders executing commander’s intent with little signal) is becoming a lost skill. A top-down cultural revolution is needed to bring mission command back to the joint force.

The Concept of Mission Command

Mission command is not new to the U.S. military. Although it was not yet codified in doctrine, during the far-flung actions of World War II, mission command enabled subordinate commanders to translate the intent of leaders such as Admiral Chester Nimitz and General Dwight Eisenhower into actions against the enemy. When effectively implemented, it gave subordinate commanders more ownership of their actions, allowed for greater flexibility in complex and rapidly evolving situations, encouraged initiative and creativity, and boosted morale.1 Mission command continued through the Vietnam War, though it remained absent in doctrine. The U.S. Army first published doctrine describing mission command in its 1982 Field Manual.2

Today, mission command appears in numerous U.S. military doctrine and policy statements, but in practice, it has been eroded by the rapid development of satellite, electronic, and digital communications.3 Higher levels of the chain of command now have near real-time access to the same information as the unit executing a mission at the tactical level.

This shift unintentionally increased the appetite for information at the headquarters level. Combined with more and more networked sensors and weapon systems, it has led to a joint force that is able to share information, target adversaries, and deliver lethal fires faster and more precisely than ever. However, it also has taken control from junior commanders and placed it almost exclusively in the hands of flag and general officers and their staffs.

During the war on terror, the rules of engagement and regulations surrounding strike operations were extensive, particularly for offensive strikes. As a result, the United States relied on instantaneous communications for iterative tasking and more centralized control of operations. This allowed missions to be adjusted as required based on operational and strategic risk. Senior-level leaders could weigh in on tactical- and operational-level decisions with potentially strategic impacts.

An overreliance on connectivity, however, has eroded mission command. For example, the common operational picture (COP), while a useful tool, has supplanted the ship’s transit plan and movement report as the means to track ship movements. If a ship drops out of the COP, it will be immediately queried by fleet headquarters and required to provide hourly or half-hourly position, course, and speed reports, which are manually entered into the COP, risking inaccuracies and providing a track that is up to 60 minutes behind. The traditional transit plans and movement reports (which still are required) should suffice, with the only reason to communicate with fleet headquarters being a deviation from the planned movement.

Multiple reporting paths can increase the risk of an adversary intercepting position reports, preventing the reports from reaching fleet headquarters, or “spoofing” reports to provide erroneous position information. The joint force must relearn how to track units in the field or at sea without instantaneous communication, and fleet commanders must trust their commanding officers to execute approved plans without constant oversight.

submarine force

The submarine force operates for long periods with no communication with higher headquarters. Doctrine and operational orders are designed for stealth, and officers are taught to develop clear commander’s intent. Credit: U.S. Navy (Jonathan Nelson)

Some elements of the joint force still operate with a high level of autonomy. The submarine force, for example, operates for long periods with no communication with higher headquarters. Doctrine and operational orders are designed for stealth, and submarine officers are taught to develop clear commander’s intent while trusting subordinates do their jobs. Prospective commanding and executive officers must pass an intensive tactical command course that specifically tests their ability to develop clear direction to their crews while being able to execute higher commander’s intent under simulated combat scenarios.

These processes are not perfect, but the submarine force culture develops officers with the temperament and decision-making skills to perform in a mission command, decision-rich tactical environment.

In the wars of the future, direct sustained communications could be limited. Distributed operations will enable U.S. forces to remain operationally unpredictable, but subordinate leaders will need clear commander’s intent and the latitude to make difficult decisions to capture and maintain the initiative.

War of the Future – the Gaps

Throughout the counterterrorism years, the United States generally was able to execute operations while satiating higher headquarters’ hunger for information and centralized control. Any future peer-competitor conflict likely will be fought at a larger scale against more capable combatants, which will place greater demands on the command-and-control (C2) system. Imagine target engagement requests multiplied by a factor of a hundred. The sheer volume would overload higher headquarters and cause bottlenecks in the decision-making timeline.

The C2 picture is even worse for time-sensitive raids or clearance operations in a contested environment in which communication may be degraded or denied. In a great power conflict, U.S. adversaries will possess and employ—and proliferate to proxy forces—high-end communication-denial equipment, disrupting an already technologically dependent joint force.4 The Department of Defense’s answer is the cloud-like Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) network, but more technologically dependent decision-making does not address an operating environment in which an enemy could deny U.S. forces the use of communication systems.

future warfare

The Department of Defense is developing the Joint All Domain Command and Control network to provide access to data and information, but it does not account for an enemy able to deny U.S. forces the use of communication systems. Credit: U.S. Air Force

On a future battlefield, the joint force must be able to execute orders without signal, which means the entire chain of command must be proficient and willing to execute mission command. This will demand a top-to-bottom change in the way the joint force plans, trains for, and executes combat. Mission command also will demand a reexamination of the way the joint force educates, promotes, and develops its people.

Senior military leaders already are signaling the need for a cultural shift toward mission command. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Milley recently stated that, in the future, “leaders on the battlefield could expect to be out of contact with their own leadership for significant periods of time. Those officers would still need to accomplish their commander’s objectives, even when the conditions on the battlefield change and they are unable to send word up the chain of command.”5 General Milley specifically stated, “We are going to have to empower [and] decentralize leadership to make decisions and achieve battlefield effects in a widely dispersed environment.”6

Technology or JADC2 alone will not mitigate the need for effective mission command. If technology is not the solution, then it must be a human solution. It will take significant leadership from the top and throughout the ranks to change the culture of the services to practice and promote mission command. Commanders must communicate clear intent, trust subordinates to execute their orders, and underwrite the risks associated with powering decisions down to the lowest levels possible. There will be mistakes, but those are mitigated through education, training, repetition, and building trust before U.S. forces ever reach the battlefield.

Recommendations

Predeployment training that challenges both staffs and operational units to execute in communication-denied environments will expose mistakes on both ends of the chain of command. This is necessary work to build trust and sharpen the formulation, communication, and implementation of commander’s intent—but training is not the only area that requires overhaul. Continual education and mentoring of military leaders, organizational design that supports the tactical-level unit commander, and personnel management policies that reward leaders who demonstrate the qualities required to execute mission command all will be required for the military to embrace and reinvigorate mission command.

The transition will be difficult and must target all aspects of force and personnel development. Doctrine, training, assessment and selection, promotion, individual and unit-level training, and professional education must emphasize and reward mission command. Repetition in training will build trust between commanders and lower echelons and teach staffs to produce executable commander’s intent and rules of engagement. Exercises will build unit proficiency in decentralized command.

In addition, the services’ personnel systems need to examine and update their criteria for assigning officers to command, taking a closer look at traits favorable to mission command. In this regard, the submarine force offers a model.

Mission command is vital to mission success in a communication-degraded or -denied environment and must be taught at the beginning of an officer’s career and reinforced at every opportunity—from accession sources to mid-career joint professional military education, to flag and general officer-level Capstone courses. One example of a way to enforce this cultural change is the Army’s new Athena Leadership Self-Development tool. It could be adapted to provide feedback throughout an officer’s career to encourage mission command attributes. The Battalion Commanders Assessment Program and Colonels Command Assessment Program also could be adjusted to select future leaders who promote and galvanize decentralized leadership through clear guidance.
These types of changes can begin to institutionalize mission command practices.

In addition to growing and grooming leaders who have a deep understanding of mission command, the military must practice operations in austere communications environments. Any exercise simulating combat with a near-peer adversary that does not include at least a major degradation in connectivity goes against the long-standing notion of train like you fight. Without rigorous, repetitive drilling, commanders will not be able to function without the instantaneous communications they have enjoyed in recent conflicts.

The nature of warfare, with its confusion, friction, and rapidly evolving situations, lends itself to mission command—today just as it has in the past. While the joint force needs advanced C2 systems to counter peer and near-peer adversaries, it also must understand those systems are becoming increasingly vulnerable and anticipate their degradation or outright loss. That challenge can be mitigated by well-trained, competent, and confident subordinates executing commander’s intent based on the situation in front of them. By implementing changes in professional military education, adjusting training practices, continuing to refine talent management and leadership selection, and inculcating a cultural shift toward delegation of authority and mission command, the
military can better prepare leaders for future conflicts.
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A bit of deception never goes astray







That look just before stating something along the lines of Full ahead together, flood Q, ten down, down all masts, keep 180 feet







If cats were XOs



























I think its OREGON













Always good to try to blend in
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JOHN WARNER































HMS P711 ex Italian Archimede-class RS Galileo Galilei
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